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A novel macromolecular photoredox catalyst based on \([\text{Ru(bpy)}_3]^{2+}\) anchored to a 2nd-generation PAMAM dendrimer has been developed. Its catalytic activity under visible light irradiation and recyclability using organic solvent nanofiltration with a size-exclusion membrane have been explored under continuous flow conditions.

Visible-light photoredox catalysis has recently emerged as a very powerful tool for organic synthesis.1 These methods rely on the redox properties of so-called photoredox catalysts upon absorption of low energy visible light. The single-electron transfer processes triggered by catalyst irradiation permits the construction of bonds (especially C–C bonds) difficult to achieve by conventional means, and in many instances avoids the use of stoichiometric amounts of oxidants or reductants.2 The use of visible light instead of UV prevents deterioration of substrates and products in the reaction mixture, and constitutes a greener method of activation. Notably, this synthetic method has been shown as a valuable tool in the preparation of complex molecules and natural products such as heitziame A2 and alypiolene.3 The most commonly used photoredox catalysts are ruthenium and iridium polypyridyl complexes. Tris(2,2′,2″-bipyridine) ruthenium(n) (Ru(bpy)_3)^{2+} (Fig. 1) is probably the most popular catalyst and a plethora of transformations using this additive have been reported.4 Ruthenium and iridium are scarce elements and the cost of these metal complexes can be considered a major drawback of photoredox catalysis. Moreover, the use of potentially toxic metals is an important concern in API synthesis, and meticulous purification procedures are typically required to meet the specification limits for metal residues. Several organic photosensitizers have been reported to substitute the use of ruthenium or iridium compounds in some instances.4 Yet, most transformations being reported still rely on the photoredox catalysis properties of Ru(bpy)_3^{2+}.1

Photochemistry in general and photoredox catalysis in particular have benefited from technological advances such as the use of continuous flow reactors.5 The relatively low reactor volume and in particular the high surface to volume ratio of capillary flow reactors assure intense and uniform irradiation of the reaction mixture. Important reaction enhancements including reduced reaction times and catalyst loadings have been described for Ru(bpy)_3^{2+} and related systems.5 However, catalyst loadings of 0.5–1 mol% are still typically required.

There is therefore little doubt that development of catalyst recovery/recycling technology for metal-based photoredox catalysts is highly desirable. In the context of continuous flow chemistry several recycling techniques for metal catalysts have been reported in the literature.6 These include catalyst immobilization, liquid–liquid biphasic conditions, or organic solvent nanofiltration. Solvent nanofiltration typically requires “enlargement” of the catalyst.7 Different soluble platforms such as dendrimers, polymers and polyhedral silesqueoxanes have been used to anchor metal centers, in most cases palladium catalysts for cross-coupling chemistry. An example of continuous recovery/recycling of a ruthenium Grubbs–Hoveyda type catalyst anchored on a polyhedral dendrimer demonstrates the potential of this technology for high value-added applications.8
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Fig. 1 Structure of Ru(bpy)_3^{2+} and its oxidative and reductive quenching cycles.
oligomeric silsesquioxane for ring metathesis was described by Greła. Berghbreiter and coworkers prepared a modified recyclable Ru(bpy)$_2^{2+}$ based photocatalyst decorated with multiple polyisobutene chains, that could be separated by selective precipitation from the reaction mixture. More recently, the group of Reiser has described a continuous flow procedure for the use and recycling of a polyisobutene immobilized fac-Ir(ppy)$_3$ complex. Constant conversions with only minor losses of catalyst could be achieved using a biphasic system. Recyling of a fluorinated photocatalyst using a biphasic system with supercritical CO$_2$ has also been reported. However, to the best of our knowledge, merger of organic solvent nanofiltration and photoredox catalysis using a macromolecular metal catalyst has never been described.

On the basis of all the above, we envisaged a strategy for the continuous flow utilization and in-line recycling of a ruthenium bipyridyl-based macromolecular photoredox catalyst (Fig. 2). To achieve this goal, we synthesized a second-generation polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimer decorated with bipyridine pendant ligands to which Ru(bpy)$_2^{2+}$ was attached. The resulting macromolecular Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$ catalyst was used for a set of model photoredox catalysis reactions under continuous flow conditions, using a photoreactor equipped with blue (450 nm) LEDs. After the reactions, the catalyst could be retrieved from the reaction mixture and recycled by continuous solvent nanofiltration with a size-exclusion membrane. Herein we report on the synthesis of the dendrimer immobilized ruthenium catalyst, its properties as photoredox catalyst, and the recovery/recycling of the dendrimer using organic solvent nanofiltration.

As platform for the construction of our macromolecular Ru(bpy)$_2^{2+}$ catalyst a second-generation polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimer was chosen. We used the 16 primary amino groups located at the periphery of the dendrimer to introduce the [Ru(bpy)$_3$]$_{25}^+$ moieties, following an analogous synthetic route to that reported by Abruña et al. and Velders et al. (Scheme 1). The bipyridine pendant ligand 4 was constructed following a methodology previously reported from 4,4'-dimethyl-2,2'-dipyridyl 1 and bromo dioxolane. Attachment of the bipyridine to the dendrimer surface was carried out by imination of the dendrimer amino groups with 4 followed by reduction (Scheme 1). Purification of the bipyridine dendrimer derivative was performed by nanofiltration using a size-exclusion membrane with a molecular weight lower than 1 kDa. A Kaiser test was performed after the bipyridine coupling and purification to rule out the presence of free primary amines (Fig. S1†). Characterization of the Ru was performed following previous methodologies. Purification of the resulting G2-PAMAM-Ru dendrimer was again performed by continuous nanofiltration in methanol. The final G2-PAMAM-Ru catalyst was characterized by means of NMR, MALDI-TOF, ICP-MS as well as UV-visible spectroscopy measurements (see ESI† for details). Notably, ICP-MS analysis revealed that the catalyst contained an average of 14.7 Ru atoms per dendrimer unit. Measurement of the absorptivity coefficient by UV-visible spectroscopy agreed with this value (see ESI† for details).

The catalytic efficiency of our macromolecular catalyst was tested for three model photochemical reactions: the phosphine-free Appel reaction, reductive opening of chalcone epoxide and azide reduction. These reactions have been previously used as model for benchmarking studies with Ru(bpy)$_2^{2+}$ under continuous flow. The continuous flow photochemical reactions were performed in a Vapourtec EasyMedChem instrument with a UV150 photochemical reactor (FEP tubing, 1.0 mm id, 10 mL volume) equipped with a 450 nm blue LED (Fig. S5†). The reaction mixtures were introduced into the reactor using sample loops after the system had been stabilized pumping solvent through the system at the desired flow rate.

The first transformation attempted with our catalytic system was the phosphine-free Appel reaction. In this reaction an alcohol 6 (Table 1) is converted into the corresponding bromide 7 using CBr$_4$ as bromine source. The classical reaction conditions require stoichiometric amounts of triphenylphosphine as reducing agent. The phosphine-free photochemical version requires the use of DMF as solvent or co-solvent as it plays a role in the reaction mechanism. Apart from the G2-PAMAM(Ru)$_{16}$(PF$_6$)$_{32}$ catalysts, a modified version with chloride as counteranion was also employed. The solubility of the hexafluorophosphate salt of G2-PAMAM-Ru in DMF was very poor and therefore a mixture of acetone/DMF was used (Table 1). Gratifyingly, excellent results were obtained for primary, secondary, and tertiary alcohols with both the hexafluorophosphate and chloride catalysts. Full or near to full conversion to the desired bromine derivative 7 was obtained for all alcohols.
was obtained in all cases, in analogy with the results obtained with the typical monomeric ruthenium catalysts (Table 1, entries 1, 2 and 5).

We chose the bromination of 1-nonanol as model to assess the photoredox catalyst recyclability. The pressure required to perform an efficient solvent nanofiltration in the presence of DMF with the membrane employed (EXP-133-LP, Solsep) was in the range from 12 to 20 bar. This pressure is above the working limit of the Vapourtec photoreactor (max. 10 bar). Thus, we decided to perform an “off-line”, continuous catalyst retrieval from the crude reaction mixture obtained from the photoreactor output using a separate syringe pump. Recycling of the G2-PAMAM\(\text{IJ} Ru)16\) with hexafluorophosphate and chloride anions was difficult due to precipitation of the catalyst and clogging of the system during filtration. This problem was not observed for G2-PAMAM\(\text{IJ} Ru)16\) with chloride or hexafluorophosphate anions. Fresh reactants were added to the obtained catalyst solution and processed in the photochemical reactor. Full conversion was again obtained. Unfortunately, when the catalyst was further recycled a drop in catalytic activity of ca. 20% was observed, although significant amounts of ruthenium were not detected in the filtrate (ICPMS). Visual inspection of the inner part of the liquid–liquid separator and the size-exclusion membrane (see Fig. S6†) revealed that the dendrimer catalyst had been partially retained on the membrane surface, possible due to the low solubility of the macro-molecular catalyst in the solvent mixtures employed. The decrease in catalytic activity was therefore mainly ascribed to this factor as no ruthenium was found in the filtrate.

The second set of photochemical reactions tested comprised the reductive opening of chalcone-\(\alpha,\beta\)-epoxide 8 and the reduction of 4-chlorophenylazide 9 (Table 2). In both cases the HCOOH/iPr\(_2\)NEt reagents system was used in the absence of the Hantzsch ester as described by Seeberger.\(^{15}\) Our G2-PAMAM-Ru dendrimer with chloride or hexafluoro-
phosphate anions delivered similar catalytic results for both reactions. Excellent conversions to the desired reduced products 10 and 11 were obtained in all cases. The efficiency was similar to that observed for the corresponding catalyst monomers (Table 2, entries 1 and 3) even employing a lower catalyst loading. Hence, anchoring on the dendrimer surface does not diminish the catalytic efficiency.

Importantly, after the epoxide and azide reductions the catalyst could be successfully retrieved from the crude reaction mixture but not reused for further catalytic cycles (a significant drop in the reaction conversion of 70% was observed after the second cycle). The decrease in catalytic activity was probably due to degradation of the dendrimeric structure in the presence of the large excess of formic acid. A specific degradation of the G2-PAMAM-Ru structure under irradiation with light cannot be discarded, as processing through the flow reactor of a solution containing only the catalyst showed a decrease in the Ru concentration after each irradiation/nanofiltration cycle.

To solve this issue hydrazine hydrate was tested as reducing agent for the transformation of 4-chlorophenyl azide to the aniline (Fig. 3), using methanol as solvent. Light-mediated reduction of nitroaromatics with N₂H₄·H₂O catalyzed by Ru(bpy)₃Cl₂ had been previously reported, but application to the reduction of azides constitutes a new transformation. The reaction was not as efficient as with the HCOOH/iPr₂EtN system and around 50% conversion was obtained after a residence time of 20 min in the photoreactor. However, in this case the G2-PAMAM[Ru]₁₆(Cl)₃₂ dendrimer could be recycled 5 times without apparent decrease on the catalytic efficiency.

In summary, we have described a novel macromolecular Ru(bpy)₃²⁺ based dendrimeric catalyst having a high efficiency as photoredox catalyst. The catalytic activity has been tested under continuous flow conditions for a set of three model reactions displaying excellent results comparable to the common monomeric Ru(bpy)₃²⁺ catalysts. The macromolecular nature of the catalysts permits its facile retrieval and recycling using size-exclusion membrane technology.

Recyclability of the catalyst has been successfully proven although decrease in catalytic activity has been observed in some cases. This proof-of-concept study has shown that judicious choice and optimization of solvents and reagents in terms of membrane and dendrimer compatibility is important and is the key for the development of fully integrated continuous flow photochemical reactors with inline catalyst recovery.
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